TECHNOLOGY

TALKING ABOUT INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

CLASS INTRODUCTION

In turn introduce yourself using the following information:

- Name
- Age
- Job

- Place you live
- Hobby
Class Rules

1. Use English only

2. Practice speaking on a topic under the guidance of the teacher

3. Don’t do personal things in the class
1. Vocabulary game:
Fill the letter(s) in the blank(s) to complete the word(s). Who gets the most corrected words will be the winner.

2. What are the differences between software and hardware?
3. What do you use your computer for? What software do you use the most?
4. Role-play

**A:** Your computer isn’t working properly, some software have been lost. Ask your colleague for advice.

**B:** You’re A’s colleague. Talk with A.
Wrap-up

• Context: Talking about information technology.
• Pronunciation: /t/ and /d/

Find the homework to practice more at home.